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Executive Summary
Netherlords (NETH) is a virtual realm in which gamers may construct, control, and
monetize their own gaming experiences on the Polygon blockchain. It is our goal to
develop a truly immersive metaverse in which users may collaborate to construct
virtual worlds and assets without any central control. Using non-fungible tokens
(NFT), we intend to disrupt the current top gaming platforms like World of
Warcraft or Elder Scrolls Online by rewarding participants with our utility token
(NETH).
The centralized management of user-generated material in the present gaming
industry restricts the rights and ownership of creators. Players can't get a fair price
for the virtual items they make because of the government's monopoly on the
selling of virtual goods. Because material is often copied, edited, and repurposed,
it's difficult to establish ownership of original creations.
With The Netherlords, we want to solve these constraints while driving blockchain
adoption and promoting the growth of the blockchain gaming business. Build a
AAA gaming platform where creators may design, play, share, collect and sell
without central authority while enjoying safe copyright ownership and the
opportunity to earn money (NETH). An immutable blockchain identification will
be used to create and ensure this copyright ownership, which will be done via the
usage of NFTs.
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MMO world - Own, craft, and earn
Craftsmanship and ASSET creation is simplified with the Netherlords gaming
ecosystem, which includes three interconnected products. To design 3D items like
homes, useful products, weapons, armors and tools, - we utilize BLDR: an easy to
use but sophisticated 3D modeling application, totally integrated into the game.
Everything created in BLDR can be then sold on The Netherlords marketplace
(auction) to become game assets.
Users may create, modify, and sell their inventions (ASSETS) generated in BLDR as
Tokens on the Netherlords' marketplace (as NFTs). Or they may run their own
shop! The third and most significant product in the ecosystem is the Game itself, it
may be used by anybody who possesses ASSETS, whether they made them in BLDR
or purchased them.
In the Game Maker mode, customers may put and utilize their ASSETS inside a
piece of LAND (an ERC-4610 token) which they can own in the virtual
environment. Players may create something as simple as housing, or even playerowned taverns, blacksmith shops or large Guild Houses. The only limit is your own
imagination!
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Blockchain Gaming with NFTs
In the Netherlords virtual realm, gamers and creators are empowered via the use of
blockchain technology and NFTs. Each NFT is a one-of-a-kind creation that cannot
be substituted by another. The Netherlords players will be able to reap the
following benefits:
Because of the decentralized nature of the blockchain, any in-game object may
be tokenized, enabling players to freely trade, sell, or gift them. Security and
immutability may be achieved via the use of tokenization and secondary
market trading in the digital game industry.
The distributed ledger nature of the blockchain reduces the danger of fraud
and theft associated with items that are in short supply and in high demand.
Blockchain-based gaming systems provide players complete control over their
digital assets. They don't have to worry about being scammed or having their
in-game things' worth wiped away if a platform goes out of business.
In order for games to use shared assets, the blockchain allows crossapplication interoperability. If the game allows it, you may transfer ASSETS
and avatars to other games. They're no longer restricted to a single digital
platform. Users of the Netherlords metaverse, which includes gamers, crafters,
explorers, and landowners, are able to exchange tokens in order to build a
circular economy. When buying products and services in the game
marketplace, the ecosystem will use NETH, as its official currency.
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What is NETH and what is it used for?
The Netherlords are focusing on building crucial mechanics that make NETH
inextricably linked to The Netherlords platform and it's worth. As the foundation
for all transactions inside The Netherlords, NETH is a utility token developed on
the Polygon network. NETH is used to play game, buy equipment, and modify
assets on the Netherlords platform.
Players may also accumulate NETH via gaming. It costs NETH for creators to obtain
assets such as land and staking. NETH's sales are the driving force behind the
purchase of LANDS. Artists use NETH to publish their ASSETS to the Marketplace
and to purchase Gems to specify their rarity and scarcity levels.
Holders of NETH can use an ingame DEFI structure (Dragon Banks) to participate
in lending their tokens for a profit. Passive income on LANDS is made possible
through farming or building businesses, which allows for the accumulation of
more NETH.
You'll also need precious Dragon Marks and Pure Nether, for the most powerful
assets - which can only be obtained through either staking/farming or ingame
achievements/victories.
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goals and what’s new about it?
Netehrlords is a massively multiplayer online game that allows thousands of
players from all over the world to join forces online and embark on epic missions
and heroic deeds in a realm of wondrous adventure. Adventurers will be guided
through a fantasy realm and will face off against a variety of monsters in a
welcoming social setting. The method in which players interact with the game is
entirely up to them, the user may choose whether or not to participate in playerversus-player combat, for example.
The ability to socialize with other players in their realm is also emphasized for
gamers, the game has been designed to allow for significant in-game socializing. A
friendlist is available for players, allowing you to keep track of friendly and helpful
individuals for grouping purposes or just conversing'. The hardships of multiple
adventures in Netherlords encourage player-to-player contact, resulting in the
game being a powerful social tool.
Players may communicate with one another using text-based chat tools and/or
audio devices. As a result of the social component of gaming that is required for
success, the players are never simply another character in the game. The human
being who created the character is always present.
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goals and what’s new about it? (Following)
In order to realize our ambitious goal of creating a unique virtual world gaming
platform where players can create, control, and monetize their own gaming
experiences, we've assembled an experienced team and are using the best
technology solutions. The pre-sale of the NFTs and LAND will be launched soon.
The public debut of NETH will be a follow-up to this. For this reason, we aim to
make NETH available to both people and companies in order to boost the
currency's liquidity and availability in order to support the expansion of the
ecosystem and the community. The intended NETH service necessitates access to
NETH for the community of developers and gamers. We want to make it available
to the community in a variety of ways, such as by acquiring NETH from several
exchanges, which will allow us to regulate supply. There may be an increasing need
for NETH as the community grows, and the number of assets traded in the
marketplace increases.
NETH's supply is constant, but the initial amount of NETH given will have a
scarcity effect, decreasing the amount of NETH accessible per capita and
encouraging demand.
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Game Overview
The Netherlords consists of three primary parts: a Building Editor (called BLDR), a
Marketplace, and the Game itself, which together form an ecosystem for both
players and creators.
Set in the fictional world of Arandor , Netherlords allows players to create avatarstyle characters and explore a sprawling universe while interacting with non real
players—called nonplayer characters (NPCs)—and other real-world players (PCs).
Various quests, battles, and missions are completed alone or in guilds, and the
rewards for success include gold, weapons, and valuable items, which are used to
improve one’s character. Characters advance by killing other creatures to earn
experience.
Once enough experience is acquired, the character gains a level, which increases
the character’s powers. Netherlords offers a rich class system of characters,
allowing gamers to play as Barbarians, priests, rogues, warlocks, and other fantasyrelated classes.
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Game Overview (Following)
It’s now easier than ever before to create, construct and distribute 3D goods in a
new manner with the Netherlords. It's our job as game developers to make it simple
and fun for others to create their own content.
You may create your own 3D things (weapons, armors, housing goods, or whole
structures), design and style it, and then publish/sell it in our international
marketplace. Authenticity, scarcity, and security are all achieved via the use of
ASSETS.
The items you create - are one-of-a-kind and indestructible. Our ability to
compensate gamers for their time and effort in creating content and monetizing
their ASSETS has been greatly enhanced by the blockchain, which provides
creators with actual ownership rights.
ASSETS may be traded in the Marketplace, where they can either be given away for
free or sold to other PLAYERS for money. This is the framework that allows people
to have fun and share their gaming experiences with others. It's not only the
artisans that may make money off of their work in the game; users can also play for
money by collecting resources, prizes, and tokens.
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LANDs
Virtual tokens (ERC-4610 standard) that represent tangible parcels of The
Netherlords Metaverse are known as LANDS. They make it possible for players to
have a stake in the Metaverse and host their own content (ASSETS and in-game
Businesses).
Players may own LANDS in the Metaverse, which they use to develop and
commercialize their own virtual worlds. You may utilize LANDS to develop a
business, a mine, a farm, or even a simple home in-game. The user who owns a
LAND has the ability to terraform and modify the prebuilt terrains that come with
it (or other PLAYERS they invite to work on it).
Players will be able to construct ESTATES in the future by combining LANDS.
Multi-player settlements will be possible in the future thanks to ESTATES.
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Character/Avatar
The Character is an in-game representation of a player, which may be modified
piece by piece by the owner during the creation phase. The Avatar has it’s race and
class. Such as: Orc, Dwarf, Elf, Ogre.
An avatar has certain specifications and format and comes with a default set of
animations such as walking, running, jumping and fighting. Equipment of this
avatar will be modifiable piece by piece during the game (helmet, arms, torso, legs,
etc.) by equipping it with different compatible ASSET tokens, or simple in-game
items and clothing.
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NETH
NETH is an essential part of The Netherlords platform and we are working on
establishing key mechanics that makes it intrinsically tied to The Netherlords
platform and its value. NETH is an utility token built on the block Polygon chain
that serves as the basis for transactions within The Netherlords, and has the
following uses:
Access The Netherlords platform: Players spend NETH in order to play game,
buy equipment, or customize their Avatar character. Creators spend NETH to
acquire ASSETS, LANDS, and through Staking. LAND Sales drive demand for
NETH to purchase LANDS. Artists spend NETH to upload ASSETS to the
Marketplace and buy Dragon Marks for creating even more valuable items.
Staking: NETH allows for staking, which allows for passive revenues on LANDS:
you get more NETH by staking it. This is also the only way to get valuable Gems
and Catalysts, needed for ASSET creation
Fee Capture model = 6% of all transaction volume carried out in NETH tokens
(Transaction Fees) shall be allocated with 50% to the Staking Pool as rewards
for token holders that Stake NETH tokens and 50% to the ecosystem pool
Ecosystem Pool: The role of the Ecosystem is to support the game metaverse of
The Netherlords, offering grants to incentivize content creation such as
streaming or 3D assets creation.
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NETH Stakeholders
To guarantee the success of the game itself also increases the value of the token, we
have designed a 4 Stakeholders strategy. Through the use of smart contracts, The
Netherlords' income will be shared with the ecosystem of creators and gamers as
well as invested into resources required to build the market and provide high
quality gaming experiences. These are the four stakeholders who make up this
group:
1. Ecosystem Pool: With this system, income earned from the game will have a
positive impact on the token's value. A gradual decentralization of this Foundation
pool's token distribution will benefit both the ecosystem and the community at
large.
2. Staking Pool: Token holders will get a return on their investment in the form of a
profit. In the following years, it will transition from a centralized decision-making
process to a DAO system. Players that own tokens and are also active participants
will get an additional dividend.
3. Company Escrow: This is the NETH that the firm owns, which is derived through
the sale of company-owned assets with a 12-month lock-up period in place. A
portion of the NETH produced by this Treasury will be used to cover operating
costs.
4. Game Pool (Arandor pool): This is the initial company reserve of (30% + 10% of
total Token Supply). This reserve will be used for in-game drops (10% of all NETH
supply) and Farming, staking, crafting (30% of all NETH supply).
© Evalk International LTD.
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NETH Revenue Streams
Netherlords has 5 Revenue Streams where players/creators will exchange NETH.
That NETH will be allocated as detailed below:
1. LAND Sales: SOL-based proceeds go to the Company’s Escrow; But if it happens
in NETH - gets transferred to the Company Escrow with a lock-up period of 6
months;
2. Class and Avatar races NFTs Sales: when happens in NETH - gets transferred to
the Company Escrow with a lock-up period of 6 months; Otherwise same as the
land sales.
3. Player Subscriptions & Services: 25% transferred to the “Ecosystem ” to support
the growth of the token and gaming community
4. Transaction Fees = 6% any NETH Transaction Fees to be restructured as 6% of all
transaction volume carried out in NETH tokens, including but not limited to NETH
transactions related to sales and rental transactions of LAND (from Netherlords to
players and from players to players in marketplace), NFT transactions (from
Netherlords to players and players to players in marketplace), peer-to-peer ingame payments, player subscription fees 50% allocated to the Staking Pool as
rewards for token holders that Stake NETH tokens; 50% of all Transaction Fees
shall be allocated to the “Ecosystem”
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Why NFT MMO is a better thing for everyone
The creation of a decentralized blockchain based gaming platform provides
multiple benefits when compared to current, non-blockchain systems, With
Blockchain (The Netherlords) Without Blockchain (WoW & ESO)
True Ownership With Blockchain (The Netherlords)
Assets stored in player wallets through tokenization;
User retention of copyright in perpetuity;
Ownership is not tied to a game
Creative authorship is immutable. Limited Ownership
Less fraud possibility thanks to blockchain’s record keeping technology
Blockchain allows assets to be shared between users for collaboration
Decentralized Trading
Rental ownership Without Blockchain (like WoW & ESO for example)
Assets stored in game systems;
Copyright limited and items can be modified by third parties;
Ownership is tied to the game
Creative authorship is hard to prove
High possibility of fraud (10-15% average).
Centralized system limits collaboration;
Centralized Trading and All trades are controlled by 3rd parties
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Market Overview
Netherlords have a unique advantage in the current gaming industry because of
the developing UGC gaming market's ability to put power and income potential
into the hands of players, which will greatly enhance their gameplay experience on
both PC/Mac and perhaps gaming consoles.
The global gaming market is expected to reach: USD 171.96 billion by 2025.
The online segment is estimated to witness substantial growth over the next
eight years, expanding at a CAGR of 9.2% from 2021 to 2025. This can be
attributed to increasing broadband penetration and growing online betting,
gambling, and social network gaming5.
The Asia Pacific market is expected to gain traction, attaining a market size of
USD 86.84 billion by 2025.
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Gaming Creator Market
The Netherlords team’s mission is to build a system where creators will be able to
craft, play, share, and trade without central control, enjoying secure copyright
ownership with the ability to earn NETH. The genre of MMO games is dominated
by two key industry players, World of Warcraft and ESO (Elder Scrolls Online).
WoW, the leader in the category, subscriber count for 2021 = 4.88 million, while
ESO announced that the game reached 13.5 million players lifetime in 2020. Both
games are now available on a variety of platforms including PC, and consoles.
Player Market
Issues like ownership and remuneration are less important to players who are
more interested in playing and purchasing products than in creating and selling
them. But there is another problem that directly impacts these players: They are
spending their real-world money to purchase items in-game, but they have no
means to get their money back. For example, if someone quit playing a game, all of
the items they purchased in that game are rendered useless instantly. The game's
in-game purchases are lost forever if the game is closed down for any reason, such
as a drop in popularity that makes it less lucrative. This is particularly true in the
case of free-to-play (F2P) video games. Purchases are a one-way street, and returns
are not permitted. In the game, players pay money to purchase items. However,
since they have no method to recoup the value of the items they have purchased
and have no ability to lawfully sell them to another player, they get no recompense
if the game is removed from the market.
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Gaming Creator Market (Following)
Although players who do not produce distinct things to sell on the UGC market
will benefit from the mix of creativity and security, players who construct LANDS
with appealing attractions will benefit the most. This is due to the fact that a LAND
may have a variety of income sources placed on it, such as microtransactions.
Additionally, players may earn money by collecting gifts as they go through the
game. We anticipate a broad range of audiences to enjoy gaming experiences in
The Netherlords marketplace. The sorts of games that producers will be able to
create for them have been specified by us so far.
Social Experiences: You'll be able to adorn your area with the help of assets
created by you or other players. Pick your own style, whether it is dark fantasy,
medieval village, or shamanistic orc huts - all of that is possible thanks to the
ASSET marketplace. Communities of in-game friends may form around events
that combine social and gaming features, and this can be an appeal for players.
Build & Craft: Our large world map is ideal for creators to make Building &
Crafting experiences. Creators will be able to facilitate players with interesting
experiences like building competitions, creating their own play spaces. All
these tools and mechanics will be able to interact with the terrain to modify it,
build over it or even completely destroy it.
Exploration & Adventure: Solve the mystery of the cursed castle, slay the
ravenous undead prince, help the rebellion of the exiled mage, or even
discover all the hidden secrets of the ancient temple! The game will keep on
updating, and each new patch will be different, offering new potential to
discover new LANDS, meet new people and discover never before seen secrets!
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World Map and the LANDS you claim!
The world map allows players to claim the land of the allocated size in any part of
the world (if they own an NFT Land parcel). In most blockchain games where
player domains are sold like real estate, the specific location of a domain is of
paramount importance as it will determine who and what you are next to. But in
our case - you claim whatever piece of land you want. We did it intentionally to
give more freedom to players. You may claim the place you like, either near the sea
shore, or in the middle of the forest. But you have to get there with your
character/avatar first. So those who are better players, or just play more will be
able to reach more interesting or high level zones faster.
Friends can cooperate in the creation of these larger experiences by building
experiences together within the combined LAND and thus sharing the rewards
(whether financial or purely social or artistic). There is also an economic
incentive for players to work together via a combined LAND. It’s true that a
single player with one LAND can keep all the revenue from that LAND, but a
larger, more diverse collection of LANDS combined can boost financial
rewards. There will be limits on joining LANDS together to keep certain
conglomerations from having too much control and power against solo
players.
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ASSETS Marketplace
Smart contracts will be used in the marketplace to regulate auctions and
transactions for various goods. Users of the platform will be able to freely exchange
in-game assets thanks to this open marketplace for creators and developers. It is
possible for the community to set its own fair market value for user-generated
ASSETS by automatically applying economic concepts of supply and demand to
the marketplace. Creators of content and artisans may now gain real-world value
from their ASSETS in this marketplace, which is its genuine strength. In order for
the ASSET tokens in our marketplace to correctly be shown as a sellable product,
we'll need a number of bits of information. These are the details you'll need to
know:
Name & Type: In order to better identify the ASSET being sold, and to help
potential buyers in finding it in the marketplace, the ASSET will require a
name and type (weapon, armor, cosmetic, building, crafting station);
Description: The description will help creators add specifications like size,
model, potential uses or even attach a short piece of fictional lore to the
ASSET;
Thumbnail: The marketplace will show what the ASSET itself looks like via
several thumbnails of the ASSET. We will include a feature in our editor that
will automatically offer these thumbnails for the creators;
Price: The creator will have total control over the price the ASSET will have on
the marketplace. This price will be set in NETH.
Value: Creators will define Rarity and Attributes thanks to the built-in Rarity
system. Once all these requirements are met, the ASSET will be successfully
displayed on the marketplace and be available for purchase.
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Economy
We are excited by the opportunity to build new kinds of business models with this
player-powered economy, both in terms of revenue model and token model. NETH
will provide immediate liquidity to players and investors. The valuation of the
NETH token is calculated on what players will be able to build/play/trade/win
inside our metaverse. We are aiming at replicating real-world economy systems,
with players able to buy, rent, hire, vote, stake, etc. The main flows of income will
be the following:
Company ASSETs token: Sales of ASSETS created and developed by the
company (LANDS, ASSETS, Attributes, others);
Transaction Fees: Netherlords to charges 6% of all transaction volume carried
out in NETH tokens (Transaction Fees) to be allocated 50% to the Staking Pool
as rewards for token holders that Stake NETH tokens and 50% to the
“'Ecosystem”
Player Subscription Fees: Revenues that we will generate via various
subscription models to gain access to exclusive in-game features, Premium
ASSETS etc.
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Tokenomics
As the foundation of all transactions and interactions in The Netherlords
ecosystem, NETH is the utility token that serves as the basis for all transactions and
interactions. It is a utility token that has been developed on the Polygon network.
Users from throughout the ecosystem will be able to trade ASSETS, as well as
establish a user-based platform of incentives, all while building an environment in
which Creators and Players will enjoy a variety of really unique gaming
experiences. ERC-4610 tokens are used to represent digital assets created by users.
The ERC-4610 token standard is used to secure the eternal scarcity and provable
scarcity of non-fungible commodities. Individual token ownership may be tracked
by a smart contract at the item level according to this standard, which requires
each item to have its own unique identity and optionally, its own unique attributes
saved as metadata.
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Tokenomics (Following)
Several methods are available for Artists, Creators, Players and Land Owners to
utilize and gain NETH, as shown below:
Players: While playing the MMO, players will be able to acquire NETH tokens.
They may earn NETH by fighting a legendary monster, unlocking a treasure, or
even finishing a mission; games allow for practically limitless choices. SkillBased Challenge: Players will be able to join a PvP challenge such as arena, a
battle royale, or any other form of competitive event by paying an entrance fee.
The winner receives the whole reward fund. and Tips System: A streamer who
is also a player may be tipped with tiny amounts of NETH depending on his
performance, either for entertaining his audience or for being competent at
whatever game he or she is playing.
Crafters/Creators: ASSET Sales Revenue: Creators will be able to sell their
assets in the marketplace;
Creators Fund: At the first stages of the ecosystem, we will have a rewards program
to incentivize creators to fill the marketplace with amazing creations and in return
be rewarded with a generous sum of NETH tokens;
Artisan Challenges: We wish to maintain a community-centered emphasis on the
marketplace, thus we decided to host artisan competitions in which artists may
submit one of their ASSETS for the chance to win a prize pool of NETH tokens if
their ASSET garnered the most votes from the community; and Crowdfunded
Requests: We will provide a component of the marketplace that will allow
individuals and groups of users to request a certain sort of ASSET in return for a
payment of NETH, which will be donated by all requesters.
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Project Financing and Initial Revenue
During the alpha-test period: June 2021 to January 2022, the Company completed a
successful public NFT sale round on Polygon network with more than 500+ backers
for an aggregate amount of USD 200,000+.
18.1 Initial Exchange Offering
Netherlords is aiming to raise around USD 1,220,000 during the private and public
sales, through the allocation of 20% of the total supply of NETH.
In-game drops
10%

Private A
12%
Private B
6%
Public
2%

Staking / Crafting / Farming
30%

Marketing & CEXs
6%

Team
15%

advisors
5%

Partners
12%

Investors for NETH will include, but are not limited to:
• Traditional Venture Capital
• Gaming Companies
• Game Developers
© Evalk International LTD.
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Other Dynamics
As the community increases in terms of the number of artisans, players and
ASSETS in the marketplace, there will be an increase in the need for a utility token
to reward the growing number of stakeholders participating in the platform.
Growth Model and KPIs The key success factors for building the ecosystem
consist of ensuring an organic community growth of Creators and Players
invested in the value proposition offered by The Netherlords while ensuring
customer satisfaction. In order to ensure a progressive growth of the
community and its model, we have identified key variables that will be
measured and incentivized through marketing, promotional, and
communication tactics to ensure the growth of the ecosystem:
Creators growth rate;
Players growth rate;
New Assets created and uploaded per Creator;
New Assets created and uploaded by Netherlords;
Assets sold per month created by Creators;
Assets sold per month created by Netherlords;
Inflation rate of Assets in the marketplace;
Average price per Asset developed by Creators (in NETH);
Average price per Asset developed by Netherlords (in NETH);
Asset price growth; o Initial supply of NETH;
Initial supply of NETH in the hands of Creators and Players;
Price of NETH (in USD or ETH);
% Commission at the marketplace.
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Other Dynamics (Following)
Therefore, while the total supply of NETH is fixed, the initial amount of NETH
offered to the ecosystem through creators and players will be limited to add a
scarcity effect due to the following key factors:
A growing number of Creators and Players which eventually will reduce the
NETH available per capita
Staking effect, increasing the time holding NETH.
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Core Technology
Blockchain technology is used to record ownership of tokens and allow owners to
transfer/sell/use them without restriction. IPFS is used to store the actual digital
asset and ensure the asset cannot be changed without owner permission. Three
different blockchain protocols will be integrated into The Netherlords gaming
stack:
(ERC-20) for NETH; and
ERC-4610 for the Digital Assets storage and trading.
Why are we using Polygon ? We found many benefits to do so as detailed below:
Ease of use: Polygon has been built with flexibility in mind, which perfectly fits
our use case with Asset tokens. Polygon also has one of the largest number of
developers, which allows for well-established standards, best practices and
support;
Affordable: It is, as of today, among the most affordable blockchain protocols:
and its wide adoption makes the network more secure with each day
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Types of Tokens
The Netherlords gaming environment will be divided into 4 types of tokens:
NETH (our game currency used across the system)
LANDS (Worlds in which players play that are created by the community)
ASSETS (Items and objects created by players and traded in the marketplace)
Dragon Marks and Primal Nether - burnt to give Rare attributes to ASSETS.
They are SPL tokens
The Netherlords Tokens
Token contracts are responsible for:
Keeping track of creator (the address that minted the token)
Ownership
Transfers
Emitting events when the state changes
Meta Transactions
The Netherlords is aiming to bring non-crypto users to the blockchain world. In
order to achieve that we believe that the system should be transparent to the user
as much as possible. Meta Transactions allow users that own NETH to interact with
our platform without the need to own or know what SOL is or for that matter any of
the tokens that will be used.
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Technology Solution Breakdown
The Netherlords platform architecture is made up of various parts. To support our
web frontend, we have a typical backend operating on the cloud (currently AWS).
Here is an overview of the overall architecture with all components represented.
Creators can create their ASSETS with BLDR, and trade those ASSETS through
the in-game marketplace
Metamask isweb3 provider which acts as an intermediary between the User
and the blockchain
A game client in which the user will interact with the smart contracts and our
server
The smart contracts running on the blockchain
Our server is hosted on AWS or another provider.
The Netherlords platform design comprises a server running on our AWS
infrastructure that monitors the blockchain and registers changes in status.
Modifications are then transmitted by our API into our backend, and our
centralized database is updating its records so that the frontend can fetch the most
current changes and present them to The Netherlords platforms' players and
users. These state changes include the transfer of ownership from tokens (LANDS,
ASSETS, or NETH). Furthermore, the following scenarios will cause external data
inputs to our smart contracts to be triggered.
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Technology Solution Breakdown (Following)
The data received in inputs is always sanitized, and many security layers are in
place to secure it. Our smart contracts have been audited in accordance with
industry standards.
LAND Sale Setup: we submit the LAND configuration to each new sale contract
at the time of deployment.
LAND Sale: the buyer submits their LAND of choice inclusive of the payment,
following which the contract mints the LAND in exchange.
LAND Sale Stable Price Oracle: WIth the Chainlink Labs at our side - we have
no problem with the price feeds
Asset Sale setup: the creator crafts/submits a 3D item to our backend, we hash
the result and submit that on the smart contract, that in turn mints a token to
represent it; o the creator submits a signature specifying the selling price and
our backend shall store it;
Asset Sale: the buyer submits a payment for a particular token to the smart
contract along with the seller signature. It receives the token in exchange.
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Game Engine
We have developed a custom game Engine on top of Unity engine. It was decided to
utilize this game engine after examining three other alternatives, including Unity,
Torque3D, and UDK, and finding Unity to be the most adaptable. Furthermore, all
team members were familiar with Unity, which is the most widely used and
recognized by a wide range of businesses worldwide. Additionally, Unity is
comprehensive, allowing for a variety of plugins to be used, which will be handy
when diverse items are created using other creative programs in conjunction with
Unity.
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The Team
We have assembled the right senior team to execute our vision: Netherlords is an
official software product developed by the officially registered company. Evalk BC
Gaming, located in Hague, Netherlands is a division within EVALK International
LTD, with its head office in Cork, Ireland. Evalk is a software company, active since
2016, and registered since 2018, well known for its products in the most innovative
sectors such as Artificial Intelligence, Computer vision, machine learning and
blockchain. https://www.evalk.com. Evalk is a member of the prestigious Global
Accelerator Network - https://www.gan.co/, graduated from IBM Startup, and AWS
startup programs. Evalk was also backed by such investors as: Ventures One,
Kernel Capital, WSF Invest. And is supported by such influential organisations
such as Cork BIC, and WorldStartup All of the developers are either seasoned
entrepreneurs, passionate gamers, talented software developers, or all above
mentioned. Our passion as a team is to bring you the best gaming experience
possible.
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Conclusion
The Netherlords decentralized platform allows players and creators to own a piece
of our gaming metaverse (LAND), participate in the huge MMO economy (NETH),
while creating and enjoying a simple way to benefit from their playing time (NFT).
This year, our experienced and dedicated team will build an unique way to play in
a virtual world where you can have fun, create, collect, earn, and own anything in
the game. Join us now!
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Disclaimer
Neither The Netherlords nor anyone else referenced in this white paper has made any pledge, promise, or
guarantee about the availability of token-related services in the future, their future performance or
value, and the material in this white paper is subject to change or modification. This document is not a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities. Not only is this not an offer for sale or subscription of
any securities, but neither is it the foundation of or relied upon in any way for any contract or
commitment of any kind. It should not be seen as an invitation to purchase or subscribe for any
securities, either. It is explicitly disclaimed by the Netherlords that they are responsible for any direct or
indirect loss or damage of any kind whatsoever resulting directly or indirectly from reliance on any
information contained in the white paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information, or
any action resulting therefrom. This is only informative and does not constitute a recommendation to
purchase or any other kind of financial advice. Trade or invest based purely on this information is not
recommended. Price volatility, insufficient liquidity and the possibility of a full loss of principle are only
some of the significant hazards associated with any investment. Investors should undertake their own
due diligence, with the help of financial, legal, and tax specialists, before making any investment decision
based on the information in this publication. All of the information included above is based on sources
that we believe to be reputable and accurate. There are no warranties of any kind, expressed or implied,
for the material contained here. This information is not guaranteed to be comprehensive or accurate,
based on chosen public market data and current market circumstances, and is thus subject to change at
any time without notice. The visual aids, such as graphs, charts, and diagrams, are supplied only for
educational reasons. Investing choices cannot be made only on the basis of these charts, graphs, or other
visual aids. Nothing here implies that they will help anybody make investment choices, and there isn't a
single graph, chart, or other visual aid that could possibly capture all of the aspects and considerations
that go into making such judgments. Forward-looking statements, which include any statements other
than historical fact, may be included in, or incorporated by reference into, the material in this page. The
accuracy of these forward-looking statements cannot be guaranteed. Speculative in nature, all
predictions, forecasts, and estimations in this text are predicated upon a variety of assumptions.
Erroneous assumptions or known or unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors may cause these
forward-looking statements to be inaccurate. We may assume that some or all of these forward-looking
assumptions will not come to pass, or that they will differ considerably from actual outcomes.
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Website: Netherlords.com
Twitter: Nether_lords
Discord: Netherlords
Telegram: Netherlords
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